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NEW PRODUCTS

Bags of protection
Tweaks make the all-conquering
Kriega R35 even better than ever
Kriega R35 rucksack, £145
If rucksack manufacture was
heavyweight boxing, Kriega would
be Muhammad Ali and Wladimir
Klitschko rolled into one. The British
firm’s rucksacks are highly regarded
by those who need to carry their
clobber on their backs for extended
periods – and the 10-year guarantee
says everything about its confidence
in its products.
So when it decided to redesign its
long-running R35 rucksack it was
taking a gamble. The R35 has been
around for over a decade and has
earned a huge number of fans for a
design that reduces the strain on a
rider’s shoulders by letting the chest
share the load.
The parachute-style Quadloc chest
harness takes some of the weight,
while the low-slung nature of the bag
means the 35 litres of storage space
can sit on the pillion seat, saving the
rider’s back and shoulders from the
weighty burden.
The harness is one of the
redesigned elements of the new
R35 and it uses a similar adjustment
system to Kriega’s smaller R30,
though with the substantial chest
plate that’s become familiar to
owners of the R35 in the past, with
two small pockets for loose items.
The mesh pockets on the top and
rear are now made from a grippy
material and there’s capacity for an
optional three-litre drinks reservoir
(£29), with an exit for the drinks tube

through the top of the bag and a
Velcro attachment for the chest plate.
Another option is to add the £45 back
protector insert, made by Forcefield,
which is approved to the higher CE
safety standard and sits next to the
rider’s back.
Kriega’s US-5 (£39) and US-10
(£55) roll-top bags can also be
clipped to the back of the rucksack
to take the capacity up to a huge 45
litres, more than enough for any rider
to carry on their back.
The new design of bag is available
now and the only stumbling block
for many riders will be the price, as
at £145 it’s a big outlay on a bag. But
MCN’s experience is that the 10-year
guarantee is the minimum time you
could expect a Kriega rucksack to
last, meaning you’ll get a long-term
return if you’re able to find the
initial investment.
■ www.kriega.com

HJC FG17 Force, £179.99
Colours: Black/grey, black/red,
black/purple
Sizes: XS-XXL
HJC is doing battle in the mid-priced
sports lid market with its new FG17.
This design, the Force, is the latest
to go on sale and it’s highly specified
considering the pricetag, which is
even lower for plain colours. It has
a composite-fibre shell, a moisturewicking anti-bacterial lining and
a quick-release visor that comes
with a Pinlock Max Vision anti-mist
insert. The Max Vision covers a wider
area than older Pinlock designs so
interfere less with vision. The helmet
comes in two shell sizes and secures
with a D-ring strap.
■ www.oxprod.com

Knox Venture Shirt,
£124.99

Slide in the optional back protector
(£45) to increase practicality even more

Halvarssons Advance gloves, £104
Colours: White/black
Sizes: XS-XXXL
Swedish company Halvarssons
has released a highly-specced
waterproof and warm glove that
will give Spring chills the elbow.
It uses soft goatskin on the outer
for a supple feel and is reinforced
with a layer of Halvarssons’ HiArt knitted material to boost the
abrasion resistance, which means
the gloves pass the new CE approval

standard released late last year.
A Dryway membrane keeps water
out and lets perspiration escape,
an Outlast membrane increases
warmth without adding undue bulk
and there’s a further Thinsulate liner
to keep you even warmer. There’s
a hard knuckle guard and the lining
is laminated to the fingers to stop it
pulling clear of the glove when you
remove your hand.
■ www.jofama.se

Beautifully made, safe and warm - the
Halvarssons are also a great price

Sizes: 40in-48in
Knox has revamped their lycra-based
protective shirt for 2014, with more
ventilation to help the rider stay
cool. As well as the breathable and
moisture-wicking properties of Meryl
Lycra, there are now vented panels to
allow even more air in. The stretchy
shirt is protected with Knox’s CEapproved Lite protectors at the
elbows and shoulders, and there’s a
full-length back protector that meets
the higher Level 2 tier of the CE
standard. An optional CE-approved
chest protector can also be added,
and all armour can be removed so it
can be machine washed.
■ www.planet-knox.com

